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Abstract

River networks are important features in surface hydrology. However, accurately representing river networks in spatially

distributed hydrologic and Earth system models is often sensitive to the model’s spatial resolution. Specifically, river networks

are often misrepresented because of the mismatch between the model’s spatial resolution and river network details, resulting

in significant uncertainty in the projected flow direction. In this study, we developed a topological relationships-based river

network representation method for spatially distributed hydrologic models. This novel method uses (1) graph theory algorithms

to simplify real-world vector-based river networks and assist in mesh generation; and (2) a topological relationship-based method

to reconstruct conceptual river networks. The main advantages of our method are that (1) it combines the strengths of vector-

based and DEM raster-based river network extraction methods; and (2) it is mesh-independent and can be applied to both

structured and unstructured meshes. This method paves a path for advanced terrain analysis and hydrologic modeling across

different scales.
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Abstract15

River networks are important features in surface hydrology. However, accurately16

representing river networks in spatially distributed hydrologic and Earth system mod-17

els is often sensitive to the model’s spatial resolution. Specifically, river networks are of-18

ten misrepresented because of the mismatch between the model’s spatial resolution and19

river network details, resulting in significant uncertainty in the projected flow direction.20

In this study, we developed a topological relationships-based river network representa-21

tion method for spatially distributed hydrologic models. This novel method uses (1) graph22

theory algorithms to simplify real-world vector-based river networks and assist in mesh23

generation; and (2) a topological relationship-based method to reconstruct conceptual24

river networks. The main advantages of our method are that (1) it combines the strengths25

of vector-based and DEM raster-based river network extraction methods; and (2) it is26

mesh-independent and can be applied to both structured and unstructured meshes. This27

method paves a path for advanced terrain analysis and hydrologic modeling across dif-28

ferent scales.29

Plain Language Summary30

Representing rivers in hydrologic models is difficult because river networks are of-31

ten very complex. Existing methods generally rely on elevation differences between land32

and rivers or image processing to define river networks in computer models. In this study,33

we combine the strengths of two existing methods and develop a topology-based method.34

This follows river channels and defines river networks in a way that works for any grid35

system and spatial resolution. The products of this method can be used to improve hy-36

drologic models.37

1 Introduction38

River networks are important features in hydrologic and Earth system modeling(Jolley39

& Wheater, 1997; Wu et al., 2012; Liao et al., 2019). Real-world river networks are com-40

plex, depending on landscape features such as elevation, aspect, and lithology. Moreover,41

the fractal nature of river networks means that they are approximately scale-free(Tarboton42

et al., 1988) without a well-defined spatial resolution at which they should be represented(Davies43

& Bell, 2009; Yamazaki et al., 2009). As a result, hydrologic models often use a concep-44

tual representation of river networks. To date, there are mainly three methods for rep-45

resenting river networks, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. However, lim-46

itations remain when representing river networks due to the resolution mismatch and their47

interactions with other hydrologic features (e.g., ocean).48

There are two methods useful at the watershed/regional scale, the first of which49

is the vector-based river networks analysis method. This method uses vector datasets50

to represent the river networks and their topological relationships(Mizukami et al., 2016;51

Lin et al., 2018). Vector datasets are often provided by public agencies, e.g., the United52

States Geological Survey (USGS), or are digitized from satellite image processing, e.g.,53

vectorization-based river channel extraction. Various graph theory algorithms are then54

used to perform quality control and network analysis based on the vector river networks(Lindsay55

et al., 2019). Lindsay, et al. reviewed several potential issues in existing vector river net-56

works datasets: (1) the vertex coordinates of river flowlines may not exactly overlap with57

the actual locations due to digitization error and floating-point rounding error. (2) the58

starting and ending-vertices of a river flowline may be reversed during spatial analysis,59

resulting in an opposite flow direction. (3) vector datasets obtained from different sources60

generally use different spatial references and cannot be used or combined directly. Even61

without these issues, vector datasets still require other pre-processing before use. For ex-62

ample, braided rivers are not universally supported in hydrologic models as multiple flow63
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directions are not always supported. Although the vector-based river networks represen-64

tation method is computationally efficient and scale-independent, it has limitations. First,65

the resulting vector networks are not explicitly linked with the rectangle mesh system66

commonly used in hydrologic models. As a result, the vector-based river networks method67

is limited to flow routing and cannot be easily coupled with other hydrologic processes.68

Second, this method can only be applied to areas with vector datasets unless it’s com-69

bined with advanced terrain analysis.70

The second method is the raster digital elevation model (DEM)-based river net-71

works extraction method(Tarboton, 2003; Esri Water Resources Team, 2011; Yamazaki72

et al., 2019). This method generally involves several steps: (1) calculation of cell-to-cell73

flow direction for each raster cell based on elevation differences (e.g., D4/D8 algorithm);74

(2) calculation of flow accumulation based on flow direction; and (3) definition of river75

cells using an accumulation threshold. Because of local depressions in the DEM, a depression-76

filling operation is often required before step 1 to guarantee that water can flow out of77

each cell. The raster DEM-based river networks extraction method is widely used with78

a few limitations. First, this method is very sensitive to the spatial resolution and ac-79

curacy of the DEM. In general, it only performs well for high-resolution (< 1 km) DEMs(Goulden80

et al., 2014; Sood & Smakhtin, 2015). Second, because the derived flow direction in step81

1 relies on elevation differences, it is less accurate in flat areas with fewer topographic82

variations. As a result, obtaining unrealistic river networks is common. To address these83

limitations, the “stream burning” technique (also called “DEM reconditioning”) is often84

used to lower elevations within and near river channels so that water always flows into85

the river cells(Hellweger & Maidment, 1997; Lindsay, 2016a). This technique requires86

an additional river network dataset, typically in vector format. The user-provided river87

networks dataset is often converted into a binary mask with the same spatial resolution88

as the DEM(Lindsay, 2016b). Because the binary mask does not describe the upstream-89

downstream topological relationships between mesh cells, it cannot accurately capture90

the meander, confluence, and parallel river. In this study, we define parallel rivers as rivers91

running in adjacent mesh cells side by side. As a result, it often produces incorrect flow92

directions in these locations (Figures S1-S6). The extensive modifications to the eleva-93

tions of river networks and riparian-zone can result in large biases in slope calculations94

(river channel slope and riparian zone slope), which will significantly impact the flow rout-95

ing and flooding processes in hydrologic models(Shelef & Hilley, 2013). To remediate this,96

slopes are sometimes calculated from the original DEM(Lindsay, 2016b), but this requires97

additional adjustments to consider local depressions. Similar issues also arise in the ter-98

rain analysis depression filling process. Several studies used additional topological in-99

formation in the hybrid breaching-filling algorithm to minimize modifications to elevation(Lindsay,100

2016a). However, this hybrid approach is not readily available and is not used in most101

Geographic Information System (GIS) or hydrologic models. The raster DEM-based method102

is often not directly used at large spatial domains due to the computational cost. Instead,103

the study domain is often separated into small tiles, which are merged together after ap-104

plying the method.105

The third method is used on a continental to global scale. Because the target spa-106

tial resolution (around 10 km to 200 km) is much coarser compared to regional-scale applications(Sood107

& Smakhtin, 2015), this method often assumes that there is always one major river chan-108

nel and many tributaries within each mesh cell(Wu et al., 2011). Due to the resolution109

mismatch between fine-scale river networks and mesh cell size, their topological relation-110

ships are even more complex(Shaw et al., 2005). For example, multiple major rivers may111

run in the same cell or in parallel. To maintain the large-scale flow pattern, many mod-112

els use high spatial resolution datasets (e.g., results from the raster DEM-based method)113

as guidance to define the coarse resolution cell-to-cell flow direction(Fekete et al., 2001;114

Davies & Bell, 2009; Wu et al., 2011). This type of method is also often referred to as115

the upscaling method. For example, the Cell Outlet Tracing with an Area Threshold (COTAT)(Reed,116

2003) and Network Tracing Method (NTM)(Wu et al., 2012) use either high-resolution117
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raster or vector-based river networks to guide their coarse resolution flow directions. With-118

out increasing the mesh resolution, the upscale method often needs to modify the ma-119

jor river locations to avoid aforementioned issues(Wu et al., 2012; Eilander et al., 2021;120

Munier & Decharme, 2022). Although this method captures the flowlines, the shift of121

locations can result in unrealistic spatial distribution of model outputs, for example, when122

floodplain inundation is of particular interest(Yamazaki et al., 2011; Decharme et al., 2012;123

Luo et al., 2017; Mao et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2020). One possible solution is to use an124

unstructured mesh with regional refinement for the regions with complex river networks;125

however, all existing model implementations only support the structured rectangle meshes.126

Taken together, the existing three methods have different advantages and disadvantages,127

and they are often used in different scales, applications, and hydrologic communities (Ta-128

ble S1).129

To date, all the spatially-distributed flow routing models (except vector-based) are130

limited to the structured rectangle meshes, and cannot be seamlessly coupled with other131

unstructured mesh-based numerical models. Moreover, existing methods mainly focus132

on projecting existing river networks onto prescribed structured rectangle meshes. Less133

attention has been paid to unstructured meshes, which allow certain hydrologic features,134

such as river networks, to be burnt into the meshes. Many studies have attempted to “burn”135

river networks into meshes, with most using the Triangular Irregular Network (TIN) approach(Kreveld136

& Silveira, 2011; Coon et al., 2019). However, existing TIN-based methods do not gen-137

erally incorporate stream burning or depression filling methods(Ivanov et al., 2004; Coon138

et al., 2019). As a result, there is still uncertainty in flow direction and slope calcula-139

tions.140

In recent years, model development based on unstructured meshes is an emerging141

area of interest in hydrologic and Earth system models because it provides several advantages(Engwirda142

& Liao, 2021): (1) unstructured mesh refinement can be used to define specific regions143

of interest (ROIs). Because hydrologic features such as river networks, dams, and coastal144

lines do not align well with the rectangle meshes used in numerical models, spatial in-145

terpolation and approximation are often needed. In contrast, unstructured meshes pro-146

vide the flexibility to represent these features reasonably well through variable size and147

rotation, resulting in reduced model uncertainty. (2) spatial interpolation will be signif-148

icantly reduced or removed in a unified unstructured mesh framework that includes all149

the model components, e.g., ocean, land, and river. These components can exchange fluxes150

seamlessly at their interfaces(Liao et al., 2022). (3) unstructured meshes can be used to151

balance spatial resolution and computational cost through variable resolution, critical152

for large-scale hydrologic and Earth system models.153

To the authors’ knowledge, there is no river networks representation method de-154

signed for the unstructured mesh system(Paz & Collischonn, 2007; Sood & Smakhtin,155

2015; de Azeredo Freitas et al., 2016; Hyvaluoma, 2017; Hsu, 2020). For hydrologic mod-156

els and Earth system models, this requires a new river networks representation and flow157

direction method that supports unstructured meshes. In this two-part study, we intro-158

duce a novel method that combines the strengths of existing methods to produce river159

networks and flow direction for any mesh system. In part 1, we mainly focus on the topo-160

logical relationship-based river network representation model (PyFlowline)(Liao & Cooper,161

2022). In part 2, we will demonstrate how to use the topological relationship in depres-162

sion filling and flow direction modeling in the HexWatershed model(Liao et al., 2020, 2022).163

Part 1 of the study is organized as follows. We first introduce the model algorithms. Then164

we apply this model to a coastal watershed, the Susquehanna river basin (SRB), using165

different model configurations, and evaluate the model performance against real-world166

river networks using several metrics including river length and area of differences. Last,167

we discuss the limitations and future applications in hydrologic and Earth system mod-168

els.169
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2 Methods170

2.1 Overview171

Conceptually, any river channel can be represented using three basic graph elements:172

vertex, edge, and flowline (Figure S7). River networks can be viewed as collections of173

these three elements. After converting existing river network datasets into these basic174

elements, we can then use graph algorithms to extract topological relationships includ-175

ing connectivity and direction. For notation, a single letter/number will be used for the176

vertex (e.g., vertex A) and a sequence of letters/numbers will be used for the directed177

edge and flowline (e.g., edge A->B). The essence of our method is that in the simplest178

scenario, in any type of mesh system, a river channel always intersects (enters and ex-179

its) a mesh cell on two different edges (or, less likely, its vertices) (Figure 1), unless it180

is either a headwater or river mouth in which either the starting or ending vertex lies181

within the mesh cell.182

Figure 1. Illustration of a river channel entering and exiting a mesh cell from its edges. Blue
curves are river channels. Black polygons are mesh cells (triangle, square, and hexagon). Re-
gardless of the cell type, the intersection between a river channel and a mesh cell always results
in two vertices on mesh cell edges, such as A/D, B/E, and C/F pairs, and a directed flowline
within, such as A->D, B->E, and C->F.

Based on the intersections between the river channels and mesh system, real-world183

river networks can be represented digitally as collections of the individual “reach” within184

each mesh cell (e.g., flowline A->D and B->E in Figure 1). Based on the intersections,185

topological relationships (e.g., which cells are upstream of the current cell) between mesh186

cells can be built. As a result, river networks can be consistently preserved in any mesh187

system. To achieve this, our method consists of several major steps, illustrated in Fig-188

ure 2 and described in detail in the following sections.189
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Figure 2. The workflow of the topological relationship-based river networks representation
method. The workflow includes three major components: flowline simplification, mesh generation,
and intersection-based topology reconstruction. Each component contains one or more steps with
indices. In flowline simplification, several steps (highlighted by the yellow arrow) may be run
recursively. The output from flowline simplification can be optionally used for mesh generation
(purple arrow). Both structured (e.g., rectangle lat-lon and hexagon) and unstructured meshes
(e.g., MPAS mesh) are supported. Step 13 is a combination of several steps from Step 3 to 9.

Besides, because our method is completely built upon the geodesic coordinate sys-190

tem (Text S1), it can be applied to both regional and global scales.191

2.2 Flowline simplification192

To address potential issues in existing vector datasets, we developed a list of al-193

gorithms (Steps 1 to 9 in Figure 2) to pre-process the vector flowlines. In practice, these194

algorithms may be run in different combinations and orders depending on the datasets.195

From now on flowline pre-processing, as either individual steps or a collection of several196

steps, is referred to as flowline simplification. And the outputs from flowline simplifica-197

tion are referred to as simplified flowlines. Details of the algorithms in Steps 1 to 9 are198
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provided in the supplementary materials (Text S2). Additionally, our method provides199

the option to burn dams and associated flowlines in the workflow. For flowline simpli-200

fication, this means that other than the prescribed high-order flowlines, the model also201

includes all the downstream flowlines of the user-provided dams.202

2.3 Mesh generation203

Mesh generation is the process that defines the spatial domain discretization(Liao204

et al., 2020). Structured meshes such as the geographic coordinate system (GCS) rect-205

angle mesh (latitude-longitude), projected coordination system (PCS) rectangle mesh206

(square), and hexagonal mesh, can be generated using various GIS computer programs207

(e.g., QGIS MMQGIS)(Minn, 2015) or with Python scripting(Liao et al., 2022). This208

usually involves the following steps: (1) obtaining the spatial extent of the study domain;209

(2) setting the lower-left or upper-left corner as the origin; (3) calculating the number210

of rows and columns based on the desired resolution and spatial extent; (4) calculating211

the vertex coordinates of each mesh cell; and (5) exporting all the mesh cells to a GIS212

file format.213

For unstructured meshes such as the TIN or the Model for Prediction Across Scales214

(MPAS) mesh (Text S3)(Ringler et al., 2013), advanced mesh generators such as JIG-215

SAW are available(Engwirda, 2014; Sahr, 2015). These mesh generators can generally216

apply mesh refinement near some ROIs, such as river networks and/or coastal areas. Some217

generators also allow mesh grid centers to align with predefined polylines (e.g., river flow-218

lines or coastal lines) and points (e.g., dams) to satisfy particular modeling needs. In our219

study, we mainly used the JIGSAW mesh generator to produce an MPAS mesh. Specif-220

ically, we used simplified flowlines, dam locations, and coastal lines during the mesh re-221

finement process so that the MPAS mesh cells align with these hydrologic features(Engwirda,222

2017).223

To maintain consistency, we use “equivalent” resolution which is the square root
of the mesh cell spherical sector area, to define mesh resolution (Equation 1, and Text
S1)(Liao et al., 2022). For a structured GCS rectangle mesh, the equivalent resolution
changes with latitude. For unstructured variable resolution meshes such as TIN and MPAS
meshes, the equivalent resolution only applies to a certain mesh cell.

Resc =
√

Areac (1)

where Resc is the “equivalent” resolution (m); and Areac is the mesh cell spherical sec-224

tor area (m2).225

Mesh generation is not the focus of this study and has been extensively explored226

in relevant communities(Minn, 2015; Sahr, 2015; Engwirda, 2017). In this study, we use227

relatively simple meshes and existing mesh generators as test cases to demonstrate our228

new method.229

2.4 Topological relationships reconstruction230

Intersecting the simplified flowlines and meshes breaks stream segments into stream231

reaches. For simplicity, we redefine the simplified flowlines using stream segments and232

stream reaches (Figure S12). Because both the stream segment index and stream order233

information are defined during the flowline simplification step (Step 9 in Figure 2), they234

are directly assigned to each stream reach. A mesh cell may contain one or more inter-235

nal reaches if it intersects with the simplified flowlines.236

Reconstruction of the mesh cell topological relationships starts from the user-provided237

approximate outlet location (latitude and longitude coordinates) and searches from the238

outlet to upstream headwater in reverse. Figure 3 illustrates this process in the simplest239

scenario with only three stream segments in a rectangle mesh. The model also allows a240
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segment to take a “shortcut” (Red dashed edge F->I in Figure 3) when it passes a mesh241

cell in a short distance (Reach 3->2 within cell E), which produces the classical D8 di-242

agonal travel path (only in the rectangle mesh). This short distance is defined as a “short-243

cut” threshold parameter (Table S2). The resulting topological relationships are stored244

and expressed as conceptual flowlines, which connect one cell center to another (blue and245

red dashed arrows/edges).246

Figure 3. Illustration of the topological relationships reconstruction in a 3-row by 4-column
rectangle mesh. The letters in the top-left corner of each cell, from A to L, represent mesh cell
IDs. The numbers from 1 to 7 represent the start, end, and intersected vertices. Colored solid ar-
rows are intersected real stream reaches within each mesh cell. Starting from outlet vertex 1, the
algorithm searches reversely and reconstructs the cell topological relationships as D->C->B->F,
H->L->K->G->F, and F->E->I in blue dashed arrows. Optionally, if the D8 diagonal path is
turned on because the reach (3->2) length within grid E is less than the user-provided threshold,
the algorithm omits the grid E and takes a shortcut (red dashed arrow). Because the algorithm
strictly follows topology relationships, it precisely captures confluence (Grid F), parallel river
(C->B and G->F), and meander (H->L->K->G).

With these capabilities, the model can represent the river meander, confluence, and247

parallel river in any mesh system (Figures S4-S6). In some cases, a stream segment may248

enter and exit a mesh cell multiple times on the same cell edge, which results in a “cy-249

cling” effect (e.g., F->E->B->E->D in Figure S10). To address this issue, the cycling250

removal algorithm (Step 6 in Figure 2) is applied again to remove the loop (e.g., the fi-251

nal topological relationships are F->E->D). It is also possible that multiple conceptual252

flowlines enter and exit the same cell. Therefore, some flowline simplification algorithms253

are reused (Step 13 in Figure 2).254

3 Model application255

3.1 Study area256

The Susquehanna river basin (SRB) is a major river basin located in the Mid-Atlantic257

region of the United States. The total drainage area of the SRB is about 7.1×104 km2.258

Its surface elevation ranges from 0m to more than 900m. It contains both relatively mild259

and steep surface slopes, ranging to 30 degrees in some areas (Figure 4). Spatial datasets260

and maps were produced using the Python packages including Matplotlib and GDAL(Hunter,261

2007; Gillies & others, 2007; GDAL/OGR contributors, 2019; Liao, 2022).262
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Figure 4. The spatial location, surface elevation, and surface slope distribution (based on
DEM) of the Susquehanna river basin. The upper left red polygon is the Watershed Boundary
Dataset watershed boundary on Google Maps; the upper right is the histogram of surface slope
(degree), and the bottom is the topographic map (m). In the topographic map, the black lines
are major river channels. The red crosses are major dams. The outlet is in the lower right corner.

Because the river outlet of the SRB is into Delaware Bay, the study area is prone263

to sea-level rise, storm surge, and other extreme event-induced flooding. Due to the res-264

olution mismatch and mesh differences between the land, river, and ocean in Earth sys-265

tem models, the study area is generally poorly represented, especially near the coastal266

lines(Feng et al., 2022).267
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3.2 Data268

We collected river networks, watershed boundary, and dam locations from the United269

States National Hydrography Dataset Plus High Resolution (NHD Plus HR) and Wa-270

tershed Boundary Dataset(USGS, 2013). Because NHDPlus HR contains more than 10,000271

flowlines in the SRB (Figure 5), we used stream order (higher and equal to 6 or 7) to272

reduce the number to 120 (Figure 5)(Tarboton et al., 1991).273

Figure 5. The spatial distribution of river flowlines from NHDPlus HR for the Susquehanna
river basin. (a) is the raw data with all flowlines (more than 10k flowlines) and (b) shows filtered
flowlines with stream orders higher or equal to 7. A total of 120 river flowlines are retained.

3.3 Model setup274

Major model configuration parameters are listed in Table S2. To evaluate the sen-275

sitivity of model performance to spatial resolution and meshes, we ran the model with276

different configurations with case indices used for illustrations (Table 1).277

Table 1. Simulation configurations with case indices. The illustrations and analyses all use the
same indices.

Mesh/Resolution 50 km 10 km 5 km

Lat-lon 1 2 3
Square 4 5 6
Hexagon 7 8 9

MPAS 10/11/12
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For the structured meshes, i.e., GCS rectangle mesh (lat-lon), PCS rectangle mesh278

(square), hexagon, we ran 3 different spatial resolutions (50 km, 10 km, and 5 km) with279

the same stream order threshold 7. The square mesh Case 9 results are used for com-280

parison with the traditional raster DEM-based method (Text S4, Figure S13).281

For the unstructured variable resolution (3 ∼ 10 km) MPAS mesh, we ran 3 cases:282

(1) Case 10 with stream order threshold 7 (the same with structured-mesh cases); (2)283

Case 11 with stream order threshold 6. This case is used to evaluate the performance284

at different levels of flowline details; (3) Case 12 with stream order threshold 7 and ad-285

ditional dams burnt in the flowlines and mesh. This case is used to illustrate the dam286

burning capability.287

3.4 Results and analysis288

3.4.1 Flowline simplification289

After model simulation, the river flowlines were substantially simplified. First, the290

total number of flowlines is reduced from 120 to 7, with 4 headwater vertices, 3 conflu-291

ence vertices, and 1 outlet vertex (Figure 6). Second, all the small rivers with lengths292

less than the threshold were removed (Figure 7). Third, all braided rivers were removed293

(Figure 7). Flowline simplification results are the same from Cases 1 to 10.294
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Figure 6. The spatial distribution of flowlines after flowline simplification. (a) Colored line
features are 7 flowlines after simplification. Segments 1 to 7 are segment indices. Confluences 1 to
3 are confluence indices.
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Figure 7. Before and after flowline simplification comparisons. (a) and (b) are zoomed-in
views where small rivers are removed near the river meanders; (c) and (d) are zoomed-in views
where braided and small rivers are removed.

After removing small and braided rivers, the total length of the flowlines decreased295

10.0% (dashed red and blue lines in Figure 8).296
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Figure 8. Comparison of the total flowline length from different model configurations. The
X-axis is the spatial resolution and the Y-axis is the ratio between modeled and simplified river
length. The dashed red and blue lines are the NHDPlus HR and simplified total flowline length.
Colored (green, purple, orange, and yellow) bars with textures represent different model configu-
rations.

Depending on user needs, a combination of stream order and dam information can297

be used in PyFlowline to preserve different levels of details (e.g., tributaries). For ex-298

ample, the simplified flowlines from Cases 11 and 12 are illustrated in Figure S11.299

3.4.2 Mesh generation300

The generated structured GCS rectangle lat-lon, PCS square, and PCS hexagon301

meshes are illustrated in Figure 9.302
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Figure 9. The spatial distributions of modeled conceptual flowlines on the lat-lon, square, and
hexagon meshes at multiple spatial resolutions. The layout of the figures and Case indices from
1 to 9 is the same as Table 1. Black line features represent the simplified flowlines. Colored line
features represent the conceptual flowlines.

The generated MPAS mesh is illustrated in Figure 10. Because both the small and303

braided rivers were removed, JIGSAW successfully aligned cell centers following the sim-304

plified flowlines at the desired resolution. JIGSAW also varies cell resolution by consid-305

ering the distance of the cell center to the simplified flowlines (as well as the coastal lines)306

through a density function. In this case, a coastal-resolving mesh spacing function is adopted307

to cluster high model resolution near coastlines. Mesh resolution varies between 3 km308

near the river outlet/coastal line and 10 km near the domain boundary.309
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Figure 10. Modeled flowline-guided MPAS mesh from Case 10 (clipped to the study domain)
(Table 1). Because the JIGSAW mesh generator considers the simplified flowlines in its density
function, the mesh cell center locations align with the flowlines and cell resolutions are higher
(∼ 3 km) near the flowline than away from it (∼ 10 km).

3.4.3 Topological relationship reconstruction310

In general, on the structured meshes, the spatial patterns of modeled conceptual311

flowlines are similar to the simplified flowlines at different spatial resolutions (Figure 9).312

The model is able to separate parallel flowlines such as Segments 1 and 6 (Figure313

6). It also captures all the river confluences. As the spatial resolution increases, the model314

can capture more spatial details. At 5 km resolution, the modeled conceptual flowlines315
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can accurately describe the river confluences. The shortcut algorithm also works well,316

as it produces the classical D8 diagonal paths in many scenarios (e.g., Cases 2 and 5).317

On the unstructured MPAS mesh, the modeled conceptual flowlines closely follow318

the provided simplified flowlines (Figures 10 and 11). The model’s performance varies319

with the complexity of the simplified flowline and mesh cell resolution. For example, at320

moderate resolution (∼ 6 km) the modeled conceptual flowline follows the overall pat-321

tern and captures the sharp U-turn near the river meander (Figure 11). Near Conflu-322

ence 1 and the outlet (∼ 3 km), the modeled conceptual flowlines almost overlap with323

the provided simplified flowlines (Figure 11). The modeled MPAS mesh-based concep-324

tual flowlines are closer to the simplified flowlines than the modeled structured meshes-325

based conceptual flowlines (Section 3.5.2). This improved fidelity is a result of the en-326

hanced flexibility of a fully unstructured mesh representation. This allows for the close327

alignment of mesh cells with stream features during the mesh generation phase, which328

in turn significantly improves the accuracy of the reconstructed river flowlines.329

Figure 11. The zoom-in views of the spatial distributions of modeled conceptual flowlines on
the MPAS mesh from Case 10 (Table 1). (a). (b), and (c), are the zoomed-in views near the river
meander, river confluence, and river outlet, respectively. Black line features are the simplified
flowlines. Colored line features are the conceptual flowlines.

With increased flowline details, i.e., stream order 6 or dam burnt in, the model is330

still able to capture the river networks (Figure S11).331

3.5 Metrics analysis332

For metrics analysis, we only focus on Cases 1 to 10 as they have the same level333

of flowline details.334

3.5.1 Flowline length335

The modeled cell center-based conceptual flowline length, although not always used336

in hydrologic or Earth system models(Paz & Collischonn, 2007), reflects the closeness337

between the modeled and real river networks. For structured meshes, the total flowline338

length increases as the spatial resolution increases (Figure 8). At the same spatial res-339

olution, the differences between different meshes are around 10.0%. The total length from340

the MPAS mesh-based flowlines is shorter than the results from equivalent structured341

meshes (Figure 8). Differences between different segments are mainly influenced by river342

meander features (Section 3.5.4).343
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Because the MPAS mesh is designed to follow flowlines whenever possible, its length344

and area of difference (Section 3.5.2) are the smallest. In contrast, the structured mesh-345

based flowlines usually generate a “zig-zag” effect, which produces a larger length and346

area of difference (Figure 12).347

Figure 12. Illustration of the conceptual length and area of difference. The dashed black
lines are the cell edges. The blue and purple dots are cell centers and vertices, respectively. The
black/green/yellow lines are the real, structured mesh-based, and MPAS mesh-based flowlines.
Because the structured mesh-based flowlines (green lines) do not closely follow the real flowlines
(black lines), their total length is larger than the MPAS mesh-based flowline (yellow line). The
structured mesh-based area of difference (light blue polygons) is larger than the MPAS mesh-
based area of difference (red polygons).

3.5.2 Area of difference348

Similar to our earlier study(Liao et al., 2022), we compared the area of difference349

formed by flowline intersections. In this method, we used area to represent line feature350

discrepancies. If two or more line features intersect, the intersected segments can be used351

to create enclosed polygons. In general, the smaller the total area, the closer the line fea-352

tures. The area of difference is illustrated in Figure 12. Area of differences can be cal-353

culated using Python scripting in the following steps:354

1. Convert modeled conceptual flowlines into edge-based flowlines A;355

2. Intersect the edge-based flowlines A with the simplified flowlines B to obtain all356

the vertices list C;357

3. Classify the vertices C into different types of vertices (Text S2);358

4. Split both A and B using C to obtain a list of flowlines D;359

5. Build all the polygons enclosed by connected flowlines in D using a cycling algo-360

rithm and calculate their areas;361

6. Sum up the areas to obtain the total area of difference.362

For structured meshes, the area of difference decreases as the spatial resolution in-363

creases. At the same spatial resolution, the hexagon mesh-based area of difference is the364
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smallest except at the 50 km spatial resolution. For the unstructured mesh, the MPAS365

mesh-based area of difference is smaller than its equivalent structured mesh results (Fig-366

ures 13 and 14).367

Figure 13. The enclosed area of difference between modeled river networks and simplified
NHDPlus flowlines from the MPAS mesh.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the area-of-difference for modeled conceptual flowlines from dif-
ferent model configurations. The X-axis is the spatial resolution and the Y-axis is the area of
difference (km2).

3.5.3 Branching angle368

The ramification angle, or branching angle (Text S1), is another important char-369

acteristic of river networks(Devauchelle et al., 2012). This metric is calculated using the370

last incoming flowline edges of a confluence. The results show that conceptual flowlines371

generally cannot capture the branching angles well, especially at the 50 km spatial res-372

olution. For example, the branching angles at Confluence 2 are all 180 degrees from the373

structured meshes (Figures 9 and 15). This is because only a limited number of branch-374

ing angles are supported by the structured meshes. In contrast, the branching angles from375

the MPAS mesh are more flexible because the mesh provides flexible rotations.376
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Figure 15. Comparison of the river branch angle from different model configurations for Con-
fluence 1 to 3. The X-axis is the spatial resolution and the Y-axis is the branch angle (degree).
The dashed blue line represents results from the simplified flowlines, used as the reference.

3.5.4 River sinuosity377

River sinuosity is the ratio between flowline length and valley length (the distance378

between the starting and ending vertices of a flowline). For example, all the models un-379

derestimate river sinuosity for Segment 4, which exhibits many meander features (Fig-380

ure 16). In contrast, the modeled river sinuosity is much closer to the reference for Seg-381

ment 7, especially at the 5 km high spatial resolution in part because there are fewer me-382

ander features (Figure 16).383
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Figure 16. Comparison of river sinuosity for Segment 1 to 7 from different model configu-
rations. The X-axis is the spatial resolution and the Y-axis is the sinuosity (ratio). The dashed
blue line is the simplified flowline, used as the reference. Colored (green, purple, orange, and
yellow) bars with textures represent different model configurations.

4 Discussion384

4.1 Thresholds385

4.1.1 Stream order386

The stream order used to filter out small rivers from the original NHDPlus HR datasets387

determines the level of details the model can preserve (Figure 5). This threshold should388

be tested based on the mesh spatial resolution and hydrologic model application. For389

example, if low-order rivers are included during the data preparation step, they may be390

still removed by the small river removal algorithm.391

Because stream order is based on the topological relationship between stream seg-392

ments, it may not reflect the actual drainage area of a river channel. For this reason, the393

drainage area should also be considered to filter out small rivers.394

4.1.2 Small river removal395

The “small river” threshold (Table S2) is an important parameter for removing river396

channels with relatively short lengths. It should be configured considering the mesh spa-397

tial resolution. User-provided flowlines may be too fragmented, causing the model to ex-398

cessively remove flowlines. For this reason, a visual inspection of the raw flowlines is im-399

portant.400
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4.1.3 Shortcut path length401

Although the “shortcut path” algorithm allows the model to reproduce the classi-402

cal D8 diagonal travel path in the rectangle meshes, its impact on the topological rela-403

tionship reconstruction process is not trivial. The structured rectangle mesh particularly404

exemplifies the effects of the "shortcut path" algorithm because it produces a diagonal405

travel path that goes through the mesh cell vertex. In contrast, the shortcut remains on406

the mesh cell edge instead of vertex for the structured hexagon and unstructured MPAS407

meshes. Thus, the structured hexagon and unstructured MPAS meshes are preferred for408

coupled surface and subsurface hydrologic simulations because they are more compat-409

ible with hydrologic models that assume the flux exchange occur through the cell faces(Liao410

et al., 2022).411

Similar to the small river removal algorithm, this parameter should consider the412

mesh spatial resolution. Therefore, a fraction between 0.0 and 1.0 of the mesh cell res-413

olution is preferred.414

In our model, the flowline length is used to determine whether the conceptual flow-415

line should take a shortcut. Other studies also suggest that the distance from the flow-416

line to the mesh cell center should also be considered(Lindsay, 2016b). A combined ap-417

proach considering both length and distance may produce even more robust results.418

4.2 Quality of modeled conceptual flowlines419

In general, the quality of modeled conceptual flowlines increases as the spatial res-420

olution increases. For structured meshes, the model performances are very close and the421

hexagon mesh is potentially better (Figure 14), which is constant with our earlier study(Liao422

et al., 2020). The MPAS mesh-based conceptual flowlines are the closest to the real flow-423

lines.424

Although the center-to-center flowline length often leads to reduced river length,425

the length decrease is offset by the “zig-zag” effect (Figure 12). This explains why the426

total length can be higher than the simplified flowlines from the structured meshes-based427

results (Figure 8). Because the MPAS mesh cells align with the simplified flowlines, they428

have a minimized offset effect and the shortest total length (Figure 16).429

The area of difference comparison shows that the MPAS mesh produces the clos-430

est conceptual flowlines to the simplified flowlines in terms of area followed by the hexagon431

mesh. Its performance is even better than structured meshes at higher resolution 5 km432

(Figure 14).433

Branching angle analysis shows that the structured meshes generally cannot cap-434

ture the confluence ramification feature well because they only support a limited num-435

ber of angles. The MPAS mesh has the potential to resolve this issue, but requires a high-436

quality mesh (Figure 15).437

4.3 Importance of topological relationships438

Compared with the vector-based or raster DEM-based river networks extraction439

methods, our topological relationship-based method overcomes several existing limita-440

tions. It precisely follows river channels near river meander and confluence, producing441

high-quality conceptual river networks.442

Given the explicit topological relationships, advanced stream-burning algorithms443

can be implemented to remove the depressions within river channels. Traditionally, stream444

burning algorithms blindly lower river channel elevations significantly to force the flow445

direction. More recently, adaptive stream-burning algorithms can adjust river channel446

elevations using a hybrid breaching and filling approach(Lindsay, 2016b). However, the447
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breaching algorithm requires topological relationships, especially near river confluences,448

to avoid incorrect breaching directions(Liao et al., 2022). Therefore, the topological re-449

lationships produced from our method provide an opportunity to use the fully hybrid450

breaching and filling method to minimize modifications to both land and river elevations.451

4.4 Implication for hydrologic and Earth system models452

Representing river networks is key to hydrologic models. Our study achieves this453

through two major considerations. First, the flowline simplification guarantees that the454

most important river information is preserved while keeping river flowlines in their sim-455

plest formats. Second, the topological relationship-based conceptual flowlines further pre-456

serve the river network structures while linking them with the mesh system. In this way,457

the model is able to consistently capture the spatial pattern of river networks.458

The support for non-rectangle meshes further improves model performance and demon-459

strates the advantage of using unstructured meshes in hydrologic and Earth system mod-460

els. Instead of projecting existing hydrologic features onto the rectangle meshes, we can461

now directly generate meshes that explicitly define these features. For example, in this462

study, we burnt flowlines in the MPAS mesh through the JIGSAW density function and463

in the conceptual flowlines through the topological relationship reconstruction. Our method464

also burnt dams through the workflow (Figure S11). In the future, we can include other465

hydrologic features such as lakes and wetlands. This enables us to much more precisely466

define the geometry of hydrologic features, resulting in improved hydrologic and Earth467

system models(Liao et al., 2022).468

Our method produces high-quality river routing parameters other than the spatial469

pattern. For example, it keeps track of both actual and conceptual flowline length through-470

out the processes. However, when the “shortcut” occurs, the corresponding flowline length471

can be merged into the upstream/downstream, or ignored. More importantly, the topo-472

logical relationships can be used to minimize the modifications to both land and river473

elevations in the fully adaptive hybrid breaching and filling method, generating more re-474

alistic slopes in both rivers and riparian zones. Because both river length and slope are475

important river routing parameters, the results from our method can be used to improve476

flow routing models.477

4.5 Limitations478

There are several limitations to the current model. First, unlike the small river re-479

moval and shortcut path length parameters that can be configured to consider the mesh480

resolution, the stream order threshold used to filter out small rivers is not directly as-481

sociated with any physical attribute. Alternatively, drainage area should be a more mean-482

ingful metric to filter out small rivers.483

Second, the model does not use additional information in the cycling detection al-484

gorithm to decide which channel should be preserved if they have the same stream or-485

der. River channel width or length may be included to capture the dominant river chan-486

nel.487

Third, our current method only considers rivers in the workflow. Other hydrologic488

features (e.g., lake and reservoir) are not fully considered. In a complex landscape, these489

features should also be included so the final flow routing map is consistent for hydrologic490

and Earth system models.491

Last, our model currently only relies on the topological relationship to reconstruct492

conceptual river networks. It is possible to combine our method with other upscaling meth-493

ods to consider more complex scenarios. In this case, a more dedicated mesh cell topol-494
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ogy algorithm is needed because unstructured meshes often do not have the parent-child495

hierarchical structure.496

5 Conclusions497

In this study, we developed a mesh-independent topological relationships-based river498

networks representation model (PyFlowline). We applied the model to the Susquehanna499

river basin with different configurations. The model evaluation shows that the model per-500

forms well and the modeled conceptual river networks are consistent with the real-world501

river networks. The outputs of our model, especially the topological relationships, should502

be used for advanced terrain analysis and hydrologic models.503
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Introduction

This supplementary information includes details of the following topics.

1. Spatial reference and computational geometry (Text S1)

2. River network simplification algorithm (Text S2, Figures S8-S10)

3. MPAS mesh and additional results (Text S3, Figure S11)

4. Comparison with the raster DEM-based (with stream burning) method (Text S4,

Figure S13)
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5. Advantages of topological relationship-based method on the rectangle and hexagon

meshes (Figures S1-S6)

6. Data model and definition (Figures S7 and S12)

7. Comparisons of existing river network representation methods at watershed and

global scales (Table S1)

8. Major model configurations (Table S2)
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Text S1.

Because different grid/mesh systems use different types of spatial references, computing

and visualizing several metrics (e.g., distance and area) under the same framework is

not straightforward. Therefore, we converted all meshes into the geographic coordinate

system (GCS) spatial reference and implemented geometric algorithms based on the GCS

framework. For example, the original structured square and hexagon meshes use the

projected coordinate system (PCS) system. During the mesh generation process, all the

coordinates were re-projected to the GCS system.

Geodesic distance

We assume the Earth surface is a perfect sphere. We define the great-circle length, the

distance between two vertices on a curved surface, as the vertex distance.

Geodesic area

We define the spherical sector area, the area enclosed by more than two vertices on a

curved surface, as the mesh cell area.

Geodesic angle

We define the geodesic angle, the vector angle in a three-dimensional sphere, as the

river confluence branching angle.

Text S2.

Step 1 format conversion

This step converts the user provided vector-based river networks into the model frame-

work, i.e., GCS-based flowline.

Step 2 connect disconnected flowlines

This step connects two flowlines separated due to digitization error.
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Step 3 define flowline vertices

A vertex classification algorithm was developed to classify all the vertices into head-

water/outlet vertex, middle vertex, and confluence vertex depending on the associated

number of flowlines. For example, in Figure S8a, vertices A, C, and F are defined as

headwater/outlet vertices because they are associated with just one flowline. Vertices B

and E are defined as middle vertices because B is connected to both flowline A->B and

B->E and E is connected to both flowline B->E and E->F. Vertex D is initially defined

as a headwater/outlet vertex because it is the end vertex of flowline C->D. However, after

the split-by-vertex algorithm, flowline A->B splits into A->D and D->B, which redefines

D as a confluence vertex because it is now connected to three flowlines.

Step 4 and 8 flowlines split and merge

Based on vertex classification, the flowlines are split or merged recursively until the

network cannot be further simplified (Figure S8).

Step 5 recondition flowline

This step corrects flowline direction using the user-provided outlet location. The algo-

rithm recursively searches from the river outlet. For example, if the starting-vertex of a

flowline is the same as the outlet vertex, this flowline direction is then reversed.

Step 6 cycle removal

A cycling detection algorithm was developed to identify and simplify braided river

flowlines. This algorithm scans the network and finds braided rivers. If a vertex has

multiple downstream flowlines, it only keeps the one with the highest stream order as the

dominant flowline (Figure S9).

Step 7 small river removal
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Small headwater flowlines can be optionally removed using a user-provided length

threshold. This step may be run multiple times because the previous iteration may convert

non-headwaters into headwaters.

Step 9 flowline indexing

After flowline simplification, the individual flowline is considered a stream segment

(Flowline A->D, C->D, and D->F in Figure S8c). Both stream segment index and stream

order (Strahler) are re-calculated(USGS, 2013; Liao et al., 2022). This information is used

by the topological relationships reconstruction algorithm.

Text S3.

The Model for Prediction Across Scales (MPAS) mesh is an unstructured mesh widely

used by the Earth system model community to provide a unified modeling framework for

atmosphere, ocean, and other earth-system components(Ringler et al., 2013). It offers

a gradual refinement of horizontal resolution to resolve several numerical difficulties in

nested-domain modeling applications. It is based on Spherical Centroidal Voronoi Tes-

sellations (SCVTs) and is composed of an irregular mesh of polygons (mostly hexagons).

MPAS mesh can be generated by the JIGSAW mesh generator(Engwirda, 2017).

Text S4.

Because our method is an extension of our earlier studies(Liao et al., 2020, 2022), the

results of this study are comparable to both large-scale flow direction datasets(Wu et al.,

2012) and regional/watershed scale raster DEM-based (with stream burning) results de-

pending on the model configurations. The full flow direction comparison will be provided

in our part 2 study. Below we provide the comparison between our method and the raster

DEM-based (with stream burning) method.
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Because the raster DEM-based method is very sensitive to the DEM spatial resolution,

we used the configuration with the highest resolution (5km) for comparison. Specifically,

we compared the PCS rectangle mesh (square)-based results from Case 7 with the existing

raster DEM-based method(Winchell et al., 2007). We first resampled the USGS National

Elevation Dataset (NED) high resolution 30m DEM to 5km, then ran the method using

the resampled DEM and user-provided river networks.

Because the raster DEM-based method relies on flow accumulation, the final modeled

flowlines are different from the user-provided flowlines. Our comparison only focuses on

the flowlines produced by both methods.

At 5 km spatial resolution, the spatial patterns from both methods are very close (Figure

S13). However, there are two major differences. First, some mesh cells that contain

user-provided flowlines are excluded in the raster DEM-based method because their flow

accumulations are smaller than the accumulation threshold. Therefore the DEM-based

method cannot capture the river meander in many locations and produces a much shorter

total length of modeled flowlines. In contrast, the topology-based method mostly preserves

these mesh cells and generates a much longer total length (Figure S13). Second, the DEM-

based method often produces shifted river confluence locations. In contrast, the topology-

based method can capture river confluences in most cases. However, the topology-based

method can also produce incorrect confluences due to the cycle removal algorithm.

Figure S1.

Figure S2.

Figure S3.

Figure S4.
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Figure S5.

Figure S6.

Figure S7.

Figure S8.

Figure S9.

Figure S10.

Figure S11.

Figure S12.

Figure S13.

Table S1

Table S2
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Figure S1. Illustration of flow direction on a rectangle mesh (a) without and (b) with

the topological relationship at river meanders. Green mesh cells are land cells. Light

blue and purple mesh cells (A, B, and C) are river cells. The black lines are the stream

segments. Red arrow (A->C) and black arrows (A->B and B->C) are incorrect and

correct flow directions, respectively. Circles with indices (1, 2, ..., 7) are vertices where a

segment intersects with cell edges.
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Figure S2. Illustration of flow direction on a rectangle mesh (a) without and (b) with

the topological relationship at river confluence. Green cells are land. Light blue, yellow,

red, and purple cells (A, B, and C) are river cells. Black lines are the stream segments.

Red arrow (A->C) and black arrows (A->B and B->C) are incorrect and correct flow

directions, respectively. Circles with indices (1, 2, ..., 9) are vertices where segments

intersect with cell edges or each other.
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Figure S3. Illustration of flow direction on a rectangle mesh (a) without and (b) with

the topological relationship when two rivers run in parallel. Green mesh cells are land

cells. Light blue, yellow, and purple mesh cells (A, B,..., and F) are river cells. Black lines

are the stream channels. Red arrows (D->A, B->E, and C->F) and black arrows (A->B,

B->C, D->E, and E->F) are incorrect and correct flow directions, respectively. Circles

with indices (1, 2, ..., 9) are vertices where river channels intersect with mesh cell edges.
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Figure S4. Illustration of flow direction on a hexagon mesh (a) without and (b) with the

topological relationship when river meanders. Green mesh cells are land cells. Light blue

and purple mesh cells (A, B, and C) are river cells. Black lines are the stream segments.

Red and black arrows are incorrect (A->C) and correct (A->B and B->C) flow directions,

respectively. Circles with indices (1, 2, ..., 7) are vertices where segment intersects with

cell edges.
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Figure S5. Illustration of flow direction on a hexagon mesh (a) without and (b) with

the topological relationship at a river confluence. Green cells are land. Light blue, yellow,

red, and purple cells (A, B, and C) are river cells. Black lines are the stream segments.

Red and black arrows are incorrect (A->B) and correct (A->C and C->B) flow directions,

respectively. Circles with indices (1, 2, ..., 9) are vertices where segments intersect with

cell edges or each other.
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Figure S6. Illustration of flow direction on a hexagon mesh (a) without and (b) with

the topological relationship when two rivers run in parallel. Green mesh cells are land

cells. Light blue, yellow, and purple mesh cells (A, B,..., and F) are river cells. Black lines

are the stream channels. Red and black arrows are incorrect (D->B, B->E, and C->F)

and correct (A->B, B->C, D->E, and E->F) flow directions, respectively. Circles with

indices (1, 2, ..., 9) are vertices where river channels intersect with mesh cell edges.
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Figure S7. Illustration of the three basic elements (with attributes) used to represent

a river channel. A vertex is a point with location attributes (x, y, and z). A directed

edge is a link connecting two vertices (start and end). It also has the length attribute. A

flowline is a list of connected edges (an edge is also a single-edge flowline). It has both

start and end vertices. Its length is the sum of all member edges. For notation, a single

letter/number will be used for a vertex (e.g., vertex A), two letters/numbers will be used

for a directed edge (e.g., B->A), and multiple letters/numbers will be used for a directed

flowline (e.g., F->E->D->C).
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Figure S8. Illustration of flowline split and merge algorithms. The original river

networks have 4 flowlines (colored lines A->B, B->E, E->F, and C->D). First, the split-

by-vertex algorithm splits A->B using all vertices to obtain 5 flowlines (A->D, C->D,

D->B, B->E, and E->F). Second, vertex D is redefined as a confluence vertex. Third, the

algorithm merges flowlines D->B, B->E, and E->F because vertex B and E are middle

vertices. In the end, only 3 flowlines, A->D, C->D, and D->F, are defined.
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Figure S9. Illustration of braided river simplification using the cycling detection

algorithm. On the left, black lines are original river flowlines, blue flowlines are 2 out of 3

candidate simplified flowlines (A->B->C->E->F or A->B->D->E->F). Dashed flowlines

are removed flowlines. On the right, each matrix is the corresponding network matrix with

0 and 1 representing no flow and flow, respectively. In a directed network, a braided river

occurs when a vertex is the starting vertex of more than one flowline. Correspondingly,

its network matrix has multiple 1s on the same row.
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Figure S10. Illustration of the self-returning stream segment simplification in a 2-

row by 3-column Cartesian mesh. Letters on the top left corner from A to F represent

the mesh cells. Numbers from 1 to 8 represent the start, end, and intersected vertices.

Black line is the actual flowline. Because it enters and exits the edge between grid B

and E twice, the grid topological relationships F->E->B->E->D (red dashed arrows in

the loop) demonstrate cycling. The algorithm detects and removes cycling and the final

topological relationships are F->E->D (blue dashed arrows).
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Figure S11. Modeled flowline-guided MPAS mesh (clipped to the study domain) and

conceptual flowlines in the SRB from Cases 11 and 12 (Table 1). Black line features are

the simplified flowlines. Colored line features are the modeled conceptual flowlines. (a) is

modeled conceptual flowlines with a stream order 6 threshold. (b) is modeled conceptual

flowlines with a stream order 7 with dam burnt in. Red crosses are dam locations. All

the flowlines downstream of each dam are included.
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Figure S12. Definitions of stream segment and reach with an intersection in a hexagon

mesh. Initially, there are 3 stream segments (A->B->C, D->E->F->C, and C->G->H).

After the intersection, each segment is broken into several reaches. For example, segment

A->B->C is broken into reach A->I, I->B->J, and J->C. The yellow cell has only one

reach and the light blue cell has 3 reaches.
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Figure S13. Comparisons of modeled flowlines from our model and the raster DEM-

based method at a 5 km spatial resolution. The black, blue, and red lines are the simplified,

square mesh topological relationship-based, and raster DEM-based flowlines, respectively.

(b) is a zoomed-in view of (a) near the confluence.
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Table S2. Major model configurations.

Parameter Usage Default

iFlag_removesmallriver Option to remove small river 1

iFlag_shortcut Option to enable shortcut simplification 1

dLongitude_outlet_degree Longitude of outlet in degree 0.0

dLatitude_outlet_degree Latitude of outlet in degree 0.0

dResolution_meter Mesh resolution 10000m

dThreshold_smallriver The threshold to remove small river Same as resolution

dThreshold_shortcut The threshold to ignore cell index 5000m

sMesh_type Mesh type hexagon
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